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(P.L. 93-409). Department of Energy Organization Act (P.L.
95-91). Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 631).

The Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974
provides for demonstrating the practical use of solar heating in
various U.S. geographic and climatic regions. To demonstrate the
residential use of solar Heating in the Federal sector, the
Energy Research and Development Administration (EPRA), whose
responsibilities were assumed by the Department of Energy (DOE),
provided funding authority to the Department of Defense (DCD)
for two demonstration projects. Under the first project, DOD was
to install solar heating devices an 35 new and 15 existing
single family residential units at military bases. The second
project was for the demonstration of solar beating systems on 80
residential units using central collector fields near the
residences. Findinqs/Conclusions: After more than 2 years of
effort, expenditures of $719,000, and schedule slippages, DOD
requested ERDA's permission to terminate the first project and
redirect the remaining unobligated funds to othbe DOD solar
efforts. The project was never completed because overdesigning
of solar systems led to bids which were far above DOD's
estimates. In the initial phases of funding of the project,
neither ERDA nor DOD had a detailed plan describing the project,
its objectives, decision points, milestones, and total cost.
Although a plan was 1ater developed, it was completed too late
to aid manaqement in directing and controlling the project.
Also, no effective monitoring system was instituted. DOD's
redirection efforts are aimed at commercial applications and
research and development projects which are not consistent with
the role qiven to DOD under the act. Similar problems to those
encountered in the first project could occur in the second
project. Recommeadations: The Secretary of Defense should:



issue instructions requiring DOD officials resEonsible for the
solar demonstration projects to fully cooperate with DO!E through
the development and timely submission of monthly status reports
and other documents and information products as required by ooE
in conducting the program; and tLnitor and periodically evaluate
the DOD solar demonstration projects to ensure that they are
proqressinq satisfactorily, giving particular attention to the
effectiveness of the actions taken to enhance cooperaticv
between DOD and DOE. (HTW)



\'REPORT BY THE US.

General Accounting Office

Solfrr Demonstrations On Federal
Residences--Better Planning And
Management Control Needed

Pursuant to the Solar Heating and Cooling
Demonstration Act of 1974, the former En-
ergy Research and Development Administra-
tion provided the Department of Defense
$3.1 million in funding authority for two
solar demonstration projects on Federal resi-
dences.

The first solar demonstration project, after
expenditures of $719,000 and a 1-1/2-year
schedule slippage, was never completed be-
cause the solar systems to be used in the proj-
ect were overdesigned. This prevented the
project from reaching its cost objectives. The
project has since been terminated, and a sub.
stantial portion of the project funds has been
redirected to activities which are not consis-
tent with the role given the Department of
Defense under the act.

GAO noted that simI',er problems could occur
in the second project, and makes recommend-
ations to provide better planning and manage-
ment control over these and future projects.
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

EINtGY AND MINKRALS
DIVIION

B-178205

The Honorable
The Secretary of Defense

Attention: Assistant for Audit Reports
Room 3A336
ASD (Comptroller)

Dear Mr. Secretary:

We have been reviewing the solar heating and coolingdemonstration program; and although we have not yet completedour work we noted a situation that w- believe warrants yourimmediate attention. As you knot the Department of Energy(DOE) assumed the Energy Research and Develtipment Administra-tion's (ERDA's) overall responsibility for this program onOctober 1, 1977. These responsibilities include managing andcoordinating the various Federal agencies who participate inthe program to ensure the successful and timely demonstration
of solar heating systems for residential use.

As part of our overall review, we examined activitiesthat the Department of Defense (DOD) has initiated as part ofthe program. From May 1975 to July 1977 DOD made several un-successful attempts to bring into being its first residentialsolar demonstration project. Consequently, DOD sought and ob-tained ERDA's approval to terminate the project and redirectthe remaining funds to other DOD solar efforts.

Our review showed that DOD's difficulties were relatedprimarily to its overdesign of the solar heating systems tobe used in the project. This situation could have been avoid-ed had ERDA and DOD developed a detailed program plan before
initiating the project and worked together to implement an ef-fective monitoring system. If such a plan and system wouldhave existed, ERDA could have provided DOD more guidance be-fore the project began or taken timely corrective action toensure the project's success. In addition, the redirection
of funds from this project to DOD nonresidential solar efforts
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is inconsistent with DOD's role in the program as directed
by the authorizing legislation.

Furthermore, problems similar to those which occurred in
DOD's first residential project--overdesigned solar heating
systems, lack of a detailed plan, and an ineffective monitoring
system--were noted in DOD's second solar demonstration project,
and could effect the success of this project.

Accordingly, we recommend that you:

-- Issue instructions requiring DOD officials responsible
for the solar demonstration projects to fully cooper-
ate with DOE through the development and timely sub-
mission of monthly status reports and other documents
and information products as required by DOE in con-
ducting the program.

--In view of the past problems, monitor and periodically
evaluate the DOD solar demonstration projects to ensu:e
that the projects are progressing satisfactorily, giving
particular attention to the effectiveness of the actions
taken to enhance cooperation between DOD and DOE.

In a separate report to DOE, we are also recommending that
the Secretary of Energy (1) require thAt detailed plans be de-
veloped by DOD and formally approved by DOE for all solar demon-
stration projects, and that such plans be developed immediately
for DOD's second project and at the outs.et of all future proj-
ects and (2) work with DOD to establish and implement a formal
project monitoring system that would enable DOE management to
track project progress. In addition, we are recommending that
the Secretary, to the extent practical, limit the redirection
of project funds to those activities related to the demonstra-
tion of solar heating systems on Federal residences.

BACKGROUND

The Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974
(Public Law 93--409, Sept. 3, 1974) provides for demonstrating
the practical use of solar heating in various U.S. geographic
and climatic regions within 3 years from the effective date of
the act. Under the act, ERDA was given overall responsibility
for managing and coordinating a wide range of activities to
ensure the successful and timely demonstration of solar heat-
ing systems for residential use. These responsibilities were
transferred to DOE pursuant to the Department of Energy Organ-
ization Act (Public Law 95-91, Aug. 4, 1977).
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The Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act also
specifies that other Federal agencies, including DOD, be in-
volved in the program. DOD's designated role in the program
is to demonstrate the use of solar technology on Federal res-
idences. In this connection, section 5(e) of the act states:

"The Secretary of Defense shall arrange for the
installation of solar heating systems * * * in a
substantial number of residential dwellings which
are located on Federal or federally administered
property where 'he performance and operation of
such systems can be regularly and effectively ob-
served and monitored by designated Federal per-
sonnel." (Unders3coring added.)

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has sim-
ilar responsibility fcr the private residential sector.

To demonstrate residential use of solar heating in the
Federal sector, ERDA provided funding authority to DOD for two
demonstration projects. Under the first project, DOL was to
install solar heating devices on 35 new and 15 existing single
family residential units at various military bases across the
country. This project was funded in three phases, as follows:

Date of funding
authority transfer

Phase from ERDA to D¢CD Amount

Conceptual design 5/27/75 $ 250,000

Procurement of solar
equipment 2/09/76 250,000

Additional design work
and construction 4/30/76 1,190,600

Total $1,690,600

The project was originally scheduled to be operational during
the 1975-76 winter season.

The second DOD project is for the demonstration of solar
heating systems on 80 residential housing units. This project
will employ the use of central collector fields located near
the residences as opposed to the installation of solar collect-
ors directly on individual housing units. ERDA transferred
funds to DOD in two phases for this project.
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Date of funding
authority transfer

Phase from ERDA to DOD Amount

Conceptual design 8/3/76 $ 96,000

Additional design
and construction 5/2/77 1,300,000

Total $1,396,000

All 80 units in this project are scheduled to be in operation
in early 1979.

DOD'S FIRST PROJECT NEVER-COMPLETED

DOD's efforts on the first residential solar demonstration
project began in May 1975. However, after more than 2 years
of effort, expenditures of $719,000, and a 1-1/2-year schedule
slippage associated with bringing this project into being, DOD
requested ERDA's permission to terminate the project and redi-
rect the remaining unobligated funds--about $972,000--to other
DOD solar efforts. The project was never completed because
the bids DOD received for the installation of the solar systems
were far above DOD's estimates and considered unacceptable.
The high bids DOD obtained primarily resulted from overdesign-
ing the solar systems to be used in the Project.

This situation could have been avoided had ERDA and DOD
developed a detailed plan at the beginning of the project and
worked together to develop an effective monitoring system.
Through proper planning DOD, with ERDA guidance, could have de-
signed solar systems to meet its cost estimates. Additionally,
if an effective monitoring system existed, timely action could
have been taken by ERDA to correct the problems when they be-
came apparent or redirect the project at a much earlier dat2.

DODas attempts to complete
the first project

After completing two phases of the first project--engi-
neering and designing the solar systems and purchasing the solar
collectors--DOD initiated negotiations with contractors to con-
struct and install the solar heating systems in 35 residential
housing units currently being built. DOD estimated that the
reasonable upper limit for the cost of constructing and instal-
ling these systems would be approximately $50 per square foot
of collector. According to DOD officials, this estimate was
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based on discussions with industry and ERDA and HUD officials
as to what a reasonable cost for solar heating systems should
be.

DOD found, however, that the prices quoted by the con-
tractors to install the systems in these residential units far
exceeded the DOD estimate. The quoted prices in some instances
exceeded $200 per square foot of collector. As a result, DOD
officials decided that the contractors should complete the res-
idences without the solar system, and that all 50 units for the
initial demonstration should then become retrofit units.

Accordingly, DOD again attempted to obtain acceptable bids
for solar retrofit installations on these 50 residential units.
Bids were obtained on a competitive basis and were substantially
lower than the previous ones. However, the bids were not low
enough in most cases to be considered acceptable by DOD. DOD
did make one award for four solar retrofit installations at
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas. The total amount of this award
was $96,000, or about $120 per square foot of collector.

Finally, DOD attempted to negotiate contracts at three
sites with small business firms selected under the provisions
of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 631). While the negoti-
ated prices were lower than those obtained by competitive bid,
they still ranged from $87 to over $100 per square foot of col-
lector installed. After this final unsuccessful attempt to ne-
gotiate an acceptable price, DOD officials concluded that they
could not obtain a significant reduction in price for the re-
maining 46 units on a retrofit basis using the present designs.
As a result, in a July 18, 1977, letter, DOD requested that
the project as originally designed be terminated and that the
remaining unobligated funds be redirected to other solar proj-
ects with which DOD has had more success.

DOD solar heating systems
overdesigned

To determine why the bids were higher than DOD expected
for this project, we conducted a number of discussions with
DOD, DOE, and HUD officials; contractors which bid on the DOD
systems; and officials of the engineering firm which designed
the solar systems. We also examined records made available
by them. Our work showed that the solar systems were not de-
signed to reach the DOD cost objective. Instead, DOD required
that the systems be designed to provide a majority of the res-
idences' heating needs. This Lesulted in solar systems which
were overdesigned and too costly for the project. DOD was
therefore unable to obtain bids which were near the $50 cost
estimate.
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To achieve a satisfactory demonstration, DOD believedthat the solar systems should provide the majority of the res-idences' heating requirements and be architecturally attrac-tive. DOD therefore instructed an engineering firm to designsolar systems which would

--enhance the architectural design of the residence and
-- provide, ds a minimum, 60 to 70 percent of the energyneeded for water and space heating.

According to an official if the engineering firm, DOD didnot require that the solar systems be designed 'o cost $50 persquare Joot of collector. Consequently, no attempt was madeto design. the systems to meet DOD's cost objectives.

Typicelly, solar heating systems are designed to providebetween 35 ,o 60 percent of residential heating requirements.In order for the project's solar systems to provide a minimumof 60 to 70 percent of the heating requirements, the engineer-ing firm made substantial architectural changes to the housingdesigns. The most significant design changes included anglingthe roof so that the solar systems could collect more energy.Other architectural design modifications were added to make thesystems more attractive. In addition, the systems were to useexperimental components and a number of additional featurcs,such as heat rejection coils which remove excess heat generatedby the system.

Although it is difficult to determine exactly how muchof the estimated installation cost was attributable to the re-quired architectural design modifications or other factors, DODofficials and the contractors which bid on the systems believedarchitectural modifications, in particular those modificationsnecessary to collect more energy, were a substantial portion.DOD officials said that 40 to 50 Percent of the estimated in-stallation cost was attributable to the architectural modifi-cations. Similarly a contractor stated that the major cost inhis bid was the cost of carpentry needed to meet the architec-tural requirements.

Thus, it appears to us that these architectural modifi-cations were the primary factors which led to DOD's inabilityto negotiate a price that it believed reasonable for a solarheating system. As a result, the systems as designed were toocostly. According to one builder, the DOD systems would havebeen at least two times more expensive to install than othercommercially available solar heating systems and as such were"economically ridiculous."
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While we recognize that under certain circumstances the
demonstration of solar systems capable of providing a minimum
of 60 to 70 percent of a residence's heating requirements might
be worthwhile, DOD should have realized that demonstrating such
systems would6 be costly. DOD should have had the solar systems
designed around its cost objective instead of requiring that
they be designed to provide a majority of the residences' heat-
ing needs. Had DOD attempted to demonstrate solar systems de-
signed to collect less energy, it may have been able to obtain
lower prices, and through proper Planning and control over the
project, could have had greater assurance of the successful
completion of the project.

Failure to effectively plan
and monitor the project

To accomplish the early and successful demonstration of
solar heating systems, an effective management syste:d of plan-
ning, oversight, and control is necessary. Such a system would
provide management with a mechanism for becoming aware of the
progress and problems on projects and for taking timely correc-
tive action when necessary.

At the time the initial phase of the DOD 50 unit demon-
stration project was funded by ERDA, neither ERDA nor DOD had
a detailed plan describing the project, its objectives, deci-
sion points, milestones, and total cost. In a letter dated
February 9, 1976, over 9 months after the project was initiated,
ERDA first asked DOD to develop a detailed plan and made addi-
tional funding for the project contingent on ERDA's receipt and
approval of such a plan. Although a plan was soon developed,
the initial engineering and design phase had already been com-
pleted, and purchases of solar equipment had been initiated.
In our view, the plan was completed too late to aid management
in directing and controlling the project.

Besides lacking a detailed plan at the start of the proj-
ect when it would have been of most value, ERDA and DOD failed
to set up an effective system to monitor the project's prog-
ress. In the initial phase of the project, ERDA relied on pe-
riodic communication by telephone to provide sufficient manage-
ment control. However, in a letter dated November 5, 1975, 6
months after the first phase was funded, the Director of the
Solar Division, ERDA, requested that they be kept more fully
informed on the ptoject's direction.

"It is our understanding that a consulting A&E
[Architectural and Engineering] firm has been
engaged to perform site selection and design the
solar niergy systems. It is our desire to be of
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assistance to DOD in carrying out this task andto be fully informed on the program * * *.

"Therefore, it is requested that a DOD/ERDA designreview meeting be held as soon as possible to
discuss the results to date, future plans, and anyproblems being encountered in the program."

This meeting was held January 8, 1976. After the meeting,correspondence increased between the two agencies. However,this correspondence was sporadic and apparently insufficientto meet ERDA management needs. Consequently, in an April 30,1976, interagency agreement, which provided funds to DOD forcompleting the final phase of the project, ERDA required DODto submit monthly status reports. We found, however, that atno time before the termination of the project did DOD submitsuch reports. ERDA officials thought DOD to be uncooperative.One official said that his primary mechanism for obtaining in-formation on the project's status was telephone conversationswith DOD personnel. DOD officials told us that they do notroutinely provide status reports and that they believed thereports were unnecessary.

In our view, had ERDA and DOD developed a detailed planfor the project at its outset, and cooperated in the implemen-tation of an effective system of monitoring the project's prog-ress, the problems encountered by DOD could have been evaluatedand corrected, thereby providing greater assurance of the suc-cess of this demonstration project.

Redirection of project efforts
should be-co n sistent with
authorizing legislation

As a result of the problems encountered in attempting tocarry out the project within established cost ceilings, DOD de-cided to seek termination of the project. On July 18, 1977,the DOD Director fcr Energy requested that the project be term-inated and the remaining unobligated funds of $971,779 be re-directed. ERDA's approval was granted, and in an August 18,1977, letter to the Chairman of the Subcommittee on EnergyResearch, Development, and Demonstration, House Committee onScience and Technology, ERDA's Director of the Solar Divisionand the DOD Director for Energy jointly advised that the DODproject was being redirected and indicated that this redirec-tion was aimed at those projects which DOD has been successful
in deploying. In addition they stated:
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"We feel that the proposed redirection of theDOD effort will result in increased benefits aswell as being consistent with the intent ofPublic Law 93-409."

We examined the redirection efforts and found that mostof the funds were beirg redirected to commercial applicationsand research and development projects. In our view, theseprojects are inconsistent with the role of DOD--demonsttatingresidential solar heating systems on Federal property--asspecified in the act.

The following tables show those projects, accountingfor 63 percent of the unobligated funds, which do not involvedemonstrating solar heating systems for residential use.

Type of project 
Aliount

Use of solar collector for parachute
drying 

$ 71,500
Use of solar collectors for heating
offices 

39,100
Preparation of designs and analysis ofsolar systems for Army and Air ForceBase Exchanges 

205,000
Research and development on a modularsolar domestic hot water system forDOD barracks 

300,000
Total 

$615,600

Of the remaining funds, $287,961 is planned for use in resi-dential dwellings and $68,218 is being held for reserve.
Although research and development and demonstrating com-mercial applications of solar heating are provided for in theSolar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act, the redirectionof the DOD effort is inconsistent with the role DOD was specif-ically authorized to accomplish in the act--to demonstrate theresidential use of solar heating on Federal property. The re-direction efforts do not accomplish this goal.

While the redirection projects may be worthwhile, we be-lieve that DOD should continue in its attempts to achieve thedemonstration of solar heating systems on Federal residences
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to achieve the objectives of the act. Accordingly, DOD should
be required to use the remaining funds from the first project
for that purpose.

SECOND DOD PROJECT--POTENTIAL
FOR FAILURE

Before the termination of DOD's first attempt to demon-
strate the residential use of solar heating, ERDA provided
DOD with $1.4 million in funding authority for the second
residential demonstration >'oject. We examined this projectand found that similar problems which caused or led to the
termination of the first project--overdesigning the systems,
lack of a detailed work plan, and an ineffective monitoring
syste-l--may also lead to difficulties in carrying out this
second project.

The second demonstration project, which DOD initiated LnAugust 1976, involves 80 residential units at three separate
sites. To heat these residences, DOD plans to use central col-
lector fields located some distance away from the housing
units. These collector fields are designed to provide by to
80 percent of the residences' heating requirements and are tobe constructed using much of the solar equipment procured in
connection with the first project.

According to solar manufacturers, the use of central col-
lector fields is a concept which is not typical of solar heat-
ing systems which are commercially available. As a result,
these systems are generally more expensive than existing solar
water and space heating systems and may incur technical prob-
lems in transporting the collected energy to the residential
units. DOD has not established cost objectives for this proj-
ect. However, if the same cost objective that was applied in
the first project--$50 per square foot of collector--were ap-plied to this project, DOD may have similar problems. An offi-cial of an engineering firm involved in this project estimates
these systems will cost at least $57 per square foot. Minor
cost overruns could place DOD in the same situation it had with
the first project if the original cost objective is used.

We also found that no detailed plan exis 3 for this proj-ect. Neither DOD nor DOE had established a fL mal system to
monitor the progress of the project, even though the project
was initially funded more than 1 year ago. Without such a plain
and systematic monitoring, there is little assurance that prob-
lems similar to those which led to termination of the first
project will not arise.
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CONCLUSIONS

In carrying out its responsibilities under the SolarHeating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974, the former ERDAprovided DOD with funding authority amounting to $1.69 millionfor DOD's first attempt to demonstrate the practical use of so-lar heating on Federal residences. Under this project, whichwas initiated in May 1975, DOD was to have installed solar heat-ing devices on 35 new and 15 existinr single fam.ly residentialunits.

After more than 2 years of effort, expenditures of$719,000, and a 1-1/2-year schedule slippage, DOD was unsuc-cessful in bringing this project into being. Accordingly, inJuly 1977, DOD requested ERDA's approval to terminate the proj-ect and redirect the remaining funds to other DOD solar ef-forts.

Our review showed that this project failed primarily be-cause of overdesigned solar systems which precluded DOD fromobtaining sufficiently reasonable bids for completing the proj-ect. However, in our view, had ERDA and DOD developed a de-tailed plan for the project at its outset and worked tog,-therto implement an effective system to monitor the project's prog-ress, the solar heating systems may not have been overdesigned.Furthermore, timely action could have been taken to redirect orterminate the project at an earlier date when it became evidentthat the project was in trouble. Also, much of DOD's redirec-tion efforts are not consistent with the authorizing legisla-tion which requires DOD to demonstrate the residential use ofsolar heating on Federal or federally administered property.The redirection of these funds should be limited to only thoseactivities relating to the residential use of solar heatingdevices.

ERDA also provided DOD with funding authority amounting to$1.4 million for a second residential solar demonstration proj-ect. DOD plans to demonstrate solar heating on 80 residentialunits using central collector fields. Our review showed thatproblems similar to those which contributed to the first proj-ect's failure may occur with this second demonstration project.In this regard, we noted that the systems to be demonstrated incarrying out this second project are expected to be more expen-sive than typical solar heating systems which are commerciallyavailable, and there are similarly no work plans or an effec-tive system to monitor the project.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

To avoid a recurrence of the problems encountered in DOD's
first attempt to demonstrate solar heating on Federal resi-dences, we recommend that you:

-- Issue instructions requiring DOD officials responsible
for the solar demonstration projects to fully cooper-
ate with DOE through the development and timely sub-
mission of monthly status reports and other documents
and information products as required by DOE in con-
ducting the program.

-- In view of the past problems, monitor and periodicallyevaluate the DOD solar demonstration projects to ensure
that the projects are progressing satisfactorily, givingparticular attention to the effectiveness of the actionstaken to enhance cooperation between DOD and DOE.

In a separate report to DOE, we are also recommending
that the Secretary of Energy (1) require that detailed plansbe developed by DOD and formally approved by DOE for all solardemonstration projects, and that such plans be developed imme-diately for DOD's second project and at the outset of all futureprojects and (2) work with DOD to establish and implement aformal project monitoring system that would enable DOE manage-ment to track project progress. In addition, we are recommend-ing that the Secretary, to the extent practical, limit the re-direction of project funds to those activities related to thedemonstration of solar heating systems on Federal residences.

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative ReorganizationAct of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to submit awritten statement on actions taken on our recommendations tothe Senate Committee on Govermental Affairs and the House Com-mittee on Government Operations not later than 60 days afterthe date of the report and to the House and Senate Committees
on Appropriations with the agency's first request for appropri-ations made more than 60 days after the date of the report.

We are sending copies of this report to the four commit-tees mentioned above and to the Chairmen of the energy-related
congressional committees. We are also sending copies to theDirector, Office of Management and Budget.

A draft of this report was furnished to DOE and DOD offi-cials responsible for carrying out the solar heating and cooling
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demonstration program. Their comments were considered in
finalizing this report.

We appreciate the courtesy and cooperation extended to our
staff during the review.

Sincerely youLs,

Monte Canfield, J
Director

(30708)
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